**MONTERO AGRO-TOURIST ESTATE**

(Locality: Montero, Popovica/Rovinj)

This agro-touristic estate is nestled in a natural landscape (locally known) sheltering the main village, a narrow lane bordered by the Škrilje hill in the south and the Monteuro hill in the north.

As a traditional architectural category, rural homesteads locally known as stancija are particularly characteristic of eastern and western Croatia. Of all the different stancija types described in the Country Atlas, the Montero stancija will preserve remnants of the walls of a large pre-farm house.

* Some of the nearby hills abound in high Mediterranean maquis, prehistoric forts and interesting historic, archeological elements.

**ROVINJSKO SELO**

Rovinjsko Sel is 800 m asl and is one of the communities within the lower of Rovinj (only 7 km area). The surrounding area has been inhabited during the pre-Romanic, Roman times and hence abounds in archeological sites (forts; rustic stancija) that were established in the 19th century. Rovinjsko Sel was traditionally a part of the “Monteron” which was later transformed into the “Stancija of Montero”.

We are speaking of a 12 km long bay that is approx. 600 m wide. The eastern part of this Lim Channel is one of the largest one-nave Romanic field churches in Istria not only due to its location on the edge of the section of the Lim Channel to its entrance and the open sea.

**VIEW SPOT ABOVE THE LIM CHANNEL**

(Locality: Monteuro, Popovica/Rovinj)

Our vantage point offers a panoramic view of the Lim Channel as well as the Lim Channel and the sea. The church was desecrated a decade ago and its current state is one of the most important of its kind in the area. From this point, we can see the entire Lim Channel and its entire coast. The view from the View Spot stretches towards east to the last hill in the north.

**ST. THOMAS THE APOSTLE**

(Locality: Santum, Primoževac/Rovinj)

The church is situated in the northern rural area of Rovinj, on the edge of a hills valley, at the foot of the hill (old family home) and it was transformed into a pre-Romanic, pre-Christian basilica. The church was desecrated two centuries ago and it is one of the largest one-nave Romanic field churches in Istria. The interiors of this church are distinguished by wooden elements, i.e. the open rafters, the roof (covered with stones), the door (covered with stones) and the walls (covered with stones).

**THE "HABER" RIDING CENTER**

(Locality: Haber, Rovinj)

The "Haber" Riding Center has been breeding Trakehner horses and ponies for over 35 years with a decade of experience. The riding school (offered to both professionals and amateurs) is run by an expert instructor (IEH - trainer). Along with horse-breeding and the riding school the farm at the field is surrounded by royal olive orchards and the riding school忧or for horses, and for other animal species.
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